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T
he phenomenon of bioadhesion pro-
vides inspiration for the design of
synthetic adhesives in a variety of

applications. In recent years, the adhesion
of marine mussels has attracted consider-
able attention due to the unique adhesive
properties that these organisms display.
Investigations of mussel adhesive pro-
teins (MAPs) have revealed the presence of
thenoncoded3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine
(DOPA) aromatic amino acid.1 Molecular

studies on the role of DOPA in these proteins
suggested that the catecholmoiety has a key
role inmussel adhesion.2�4 Consequently, in
the past decade, researchers have applied
various synthetic chemistry approaches to
form mussel-inspired adhesives by the in-
corporation of DOPA and other catechol
derivatives into natural and synthetic poly-
mers.5�10 Themodification of polymers with
catechol groups draws significant attention
beyond adhesion due to the abilities of these
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ABSTRACT The noncoded aromatic 3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine

(DOPA) amino acid has a pivotal role in the remarkable adhesive

properties displayed by marine mussels. These properties have inspired

the design of adhesive chemical entities through various synthetic

approaches. DOPA-containing bioinspired polymers have a broad

functional appeal beyond adhesion due to the diverse chemical

interactions presented by the catechol moieties. Here, we harnessed

the molecular self-assembly abilities of very short peptide motifs to

develop analogous DOPA-containing supramolecular polymers. The DOPA-containing DOPA�DOPA and Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA building blocks were designed by

substituting the phenylalanines in the well-studied diphenylalanine self-assembling motif and its 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-protected derivative. These

peptides self-organized into fibrillar nanoassemblies, displaying high density of catechol functional groups. Furthermore, the Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA peptide was

found to act as a low molecular weight hydrogelator, forming self-supporting hydrogel which was rheologically characterized. We studied these assemblies using

electron microscopy and explored their applicative potential by examining their ability to spontaneously reduce metal cations into elementary metal. By applying

ionic silver to the hydrogel, we observed efficient reduction into silver nanoparticles and the remarkable seamless metallic coating of the assemblies. Similar redox

abilities were observed with the DOPA�DOPA assemblies. In an effort to impart adhesiveness to the obtained assemblies, we incorporated lysine (Lys) into the

Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA building block. The assemblies of Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys were capable of gluing together glass surfaces, and their adhesion properties

were investigated using atomic force microscopy. Taken together, a class of DOPA-containing self-assembling peptides was designed. These nanoassemblies display

unique properties and can serve as multifunctional platforms for various biotechnological applications.
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groups to act as antioxidant agents, radical trappers,
metal chelators, oxidizable reducing agents, etc.9,11

Although this approach has been successfully used
for various important applications, one major chal-
lenge remains: the ability to present a high density of
catechol functional groups in a defined supramolecular
organization and architecture at the nanoscale. Tomeet
this challenge, we decided tomimic adhesive biological
systemsby incorporating theDOPA functional groups in
self-assembling peptides. Our aim was to harness the
molecular self-assembly process to form well-ordered
structures endowed with functional properties due to a
dense display of catechol moieties. The ability of short
aromatic peptides to self-assemble into ordered nano-
structures12,13 and the organization of 9-fluorenyl-
methoxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-modifiedpeptides intohydro-
gels of nanoscale order14�17 motivated us to design
short self-assembling building blocks containing DOPA
moieties: the DOPA�DOPA and Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA
peptides (Figure 1a).
The rationale of the design schemewas based on the

aromatic-directed self-assembly of short peptide re-
cognition motifs into ordered structures.13 The design
of the DOPA�DOPA peptide was based on the
well-studied diphenylalanine peptide (FF) which self-
assembles into discrete nanotubes,18�21 while the de-
sign of Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA-protected dipeptide was
based on the well-characterized and biotechnologically
utilized low molecular weight (LMW) Fmoc-FF hydro-
gelator.15,16,22�26 In these two model peptides, the

phenylalanine residues play a key role in the formation
of ordered structures through π-stacking and additional
noncovalent interactions. From a structural perspective,
by substituting the phenylalanine residues with DOPA,
we assumed that π-stacking interactions between the
aromatic DOPA groups would facilitate molecular recog-
nition and self-assembly, similarly to the interactions of
phenylalanine moieties in the well-ordered structures
formed by FF.18 Further support for our assumption is a
comprehensive virtual screen of all 400 naturally occur-
ring dipeptides, which revealed the high propensity of
aromatic dipeptides to form ordered nanostructures.13

From an applicative perspective, the design of the pep-
tides stemmed from the assumption that the ordered
catecholic groups of DOPA would impart the formed
nanostructures with functionally relevant characteristics
including adhesiveness, metal ion complexation, and
redox activity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The designed DOPA�DOPA and Fmoc�DOPA�
DOPA peptides were examined under different condi-
tions and were found to self-assemble into ordered
nanostructures in the presence of ethanol and water
(Figure 1b�g). Macroscopically, the Fmoc�DOPA�
DOPA peptide formed a self-supporting hydrogel
(Figure 2). To gain a better insight into the molecular
organization andmorphology of the formed structures,
electron microscopy was employed. Transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) analysis of both peptides

Figure 1. DOPA-containing self-assembling peptides form ordered assemblies. (a) Chemical structure of the DOPA-contain-
ing designedpeptides. (b,c) TEMmicrographsof DOPA�DOPAdipeptide assemblies; (d�f) TEMmicrographs of thehydrogel-
forming Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA assemblies; (g) E-SEM micrograph of the Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA hydrogel after gradual
dehydration.
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revealed the formation of a tangled fibrous network
composed of flexible, elongated fibrillar structures. We
observed the existence of twisted multistrand fibers
alongside single fibrils. The DOPA�DOPA dipeptide
assembled into fibers with a cross section ranging from
20 to 50 nm (Figure 1b,c), while Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA
formed narrower fibers, varying in width from approxi-
mately 4 to 30 nm (Figure 1d�f). To characterize the
morphology of the Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA hydrogel un-
der humid conditions, environmental scanning elec-
tronmicroscopy (E-SEM) was carried out. Upon gradual
dehydration of the sample, a network of supra-
molecular substructures was observed (Figure 1g).

The hydrogel formed by the LMW Fmoc�DOPA�
DOPA peptidewas further characterized (Figure 2). The
viscoelastic properties of the gel were assessed using
rheological measurements. Oscillatory strain (0.01�100%)
and frequency sweep (0.01�100 Hz) tests were con-
ducted to determine the linear viscoelastic regime
(Figure 2a,b). These tests revealed that, at the linear
region, the storagemodulus (G0) of the hydrogel ismore
than 1 order of magnitude larger than the loss modulus
(G00), a rheological behavior that is characteristic of
elastic hydrogels. As shown in Figure 2c, the plateau
storage modulus of the hydrogel was found to be
modulated with a high dynamic range of ∼20 Pa to

Figure 2. Rheological and structural properties of the Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA hydrogelator. Strain sweep (a) and frequency
sweep (b) characterization of 5 mg/mL in situ-formed hydrogel at 25 �C. (c) Gelation kinetics of Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA at
different concentrations at 25 �C. (d) Gelation kinetics of 5mg/mL Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA at different temperatures. (e) Kinetics
of absorbance at 405 nm at two concentrations andmacroscopic visualization of the preparation. (f) HR-SEMmicrographs of
the turbid peptide solution immediately after inducing the assembly process (left and center panels) and of the semi-
transparent gel after 2 h of incubation (right panel).
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∼5 kPa, corresponding to the final concentration of the
peptide. Furthermore, thegelation kineticswas found to
be temperature-dependent (Figure 2d), as gelation was
highly decelerated at 4 �C compared to 25 or 37 �C. At
higher temperatures (25 or 37 �C), the storagemoduli of
the hydrogels were approximately 40-fold higher than
the storage modulus of hydrogels formed at 4 �C. The
gelation process of Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA was also ac-
companied by a change in the optical properties of the
sample, transforming from a turbid viscous solution to a
semitransparenthydrogel (Figure2e).When the2.5mg/mL
sample was observed macroscopically, the solution
cleared within minutes, corresponding to the formation
of the hydrogel (Figure 2e). In contrast, in the case of
the 5 mg/mL sample, although the solution cleared
within minutes, gelation occurred after longer periods
of time (Figure 2e). This interesting macroscopic obser-
vation is not fully understood; typical self-assembly
processes have a higher rate as the concentration
increases. This contrasting finding suggests that, at high
concentrations, initial disordered aggregation is fol-
lowed by internal reorganization, which facilitates the
subsequent macroscopic transition. This hypothesis is
consistent with high-resolution structural examination.
High-resolution SEM (HR-SEM) analysis of the 5 mg/mL
samples takenminutes or hours after the initiation of the
assembly process (Figure 2f) indicated that large aggre-
gates are present at the initial stage when the solution is
turbid, whereas after several hours, ordered structures
with much smaller diameter appear, corresponding to a
considerably clearer solution. This observation is also in
linewith a previous hypothesis put forward byour group
linking the optical transition from turbid to transparent
in Fmoc-protected hydrogel preparation to the structur-
al organization over time.27 This restructuring, from
irregular aggregateswith dimensions similar to or higher
than the wavelengths in the visible spectrum to ordered
structures with final diameters much lower than these
wavelengths, results in the change of the scattering
properties of the solution. It should be mentioned that
a similar optical phenomenon was also reported with
regards to the hydrogelation process of another LMW
Fmoc-containing hydrogelator.28 The increase in turbid-
ity was explained in light of a phase separation process,
leading to the formationof unstable spherical assemblies.
The subsequent clearing of the solution and hydrogela-
tion were correlated with the formation of a fibrous
network at the expanse of the spherical assemblies.
Following the characterization of DOPA�DOPA and

Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA peptides, we decided to explore
the functional properties of the catecholic groups and
investigate the redox properties of the assemblies by
monitoring the reduction of ionic silver. The catechol
group of the DOPA residues is redox-active, allowing
the spontaneous reduction of metal cations into solid
metal.11 This property was previously utilized to pre-
pare gold and silver nanoparticles from gold chloride

or silver nitrate.29�31 Recently, catechol redox chemistry
was also utilized to form polymer-coated metal nano-
particles andmussel-inspired silver-releasingantibacter-
ial hydrogels.32,33 We decided to follow this approach
and examine whether the obtained assemblies can
spontaneously reduce ionic silver to silver nanoparticles.
In addition, this reaction was used to determine the
availability and directionality of the functional DOPA
moieties in the assembled structures. DOPA groups that
are exposed to the solution are expected to react with
ionic silver to form silver nanoparticles or clusters that
are detectable by electron microscopy. Moreover, the
reduction of silver is accompanied by a change in color
due to strong absorbance at approximately 410 nm that
can be easily observed macroscopically.
The addition of silver nitrate solution to a prepre-

pared Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA hydrogel led to a change
in the hydrogel color from semitransparent to dark
brown over a period of several hours to a few days
(Figure 3a). UV�vis spectra taken 5 days after silver
nitrate was added to the hydrogel revealed an in-
creased absorbance above 300 nm. The broad-band
increase in absorption in this area could be due to
scattering by silver nanoparticles and DOPA oxidation.
It should be noted that this change in color did not
occur immediately as reported in other systems;32,33

instead, the kinetics were rather slow. Two possible
mechanisms, perhaps co-occurring, could account for
this difference. First, the diffusion rate of ionic silver is
much lower at the gel phase compared with the
solution phase. Indeed, when gel formation occurred
in the presence of ionic silver, significantly faster
reduction of silver was observed (data not shown).
Second, silver reduction by Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA was
performed under acidic pH, with the peptide dissolved
in water only (pH 5.5). Under these conditions, the
silver reduction potential is lower as compared to
similar reactions reported in the literature that were
carried out under neutral or alkaline pH. When dissol-
ving the peptide in water with the pH adjusted to
neutral (pH 7.0) or alkaline (pH 8.0) using diluted NaOH
solution, the rate of reduction was indeed higher (data
not shown), due to a higher reduction potential of the
silver or to the possible existence of solvent-exposed
Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA monomers; such monomers ex-
ist in buffered neutral or alkaline solution, in which self-
assembly and hydrogelation of the peptide are not
observed.
The ionic silver reduction process was further mon-

itored by TEM. We observed a slow, gradual transition
from the formation of local silver nanoparticle nuclei to
the formation of a continuous silver layer (Figure 3b).
Distinct formation of silver nanoparticles was observed
after short incubation or at a low concentration of the
peptide. Under those conditions, most of the fibrillar
network was still not coated. However, after longer
incubation at high peptide concentration, seamless
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coating of the peptide assemblies was observed in parts
of the preparation (Figure 3c). In some cases, we could
observe both coated and noncoated areas on the same
fibril (Supporting Information Figure S1). Such uniform
and continuous coating is unique and is most likely the
result of both the slow reduction kinetics as discussed
above and the high density of catechol groups pre-
sented by the assemblies. Silver reduction was also
observed with the addition of ionic silver to DOPA�
DOPApeptide assemblies (Figure S2). This redoxactivity
demonstrated by the self-assembling DOPA�DOPA
structures could be utilized to produce silver-facilitated
antimicrobial materials as well as for additional bio-
technological applications.34�36

To explore additional functionality, we examined the
adhesive properties of the assemblies formed by the
two DOPA-containing peptides. Although these as-
semblies were found to possess inherent redox activity
due to their decoration with catechol functional groups,
no adhesive propertiesweremacroscopically observable.
When considering this finding, it should be noted that
the role of DOPA in MAPs and its specific contribution to
MAPs adhesion are not fully understood. DOPA could
exhibit several adhesion-related functionalities based on
the oxidative state of the catechol moiety. The oxidized
and non-oxidized catechol functionalities of DOPA are
assumed to facilitate cohesion andadhesionof theMAPs,
respectively, and it was evident that to a certain extent
cohesion is necessary for adhesion.2 A common belief is
that interfacial adhesion to substrates is established by
interactions between the non-oxidized catechol form of
DOPA and the functional groups at the surface of the

solid substrates.4,37 This may take place given the non-
oxidized catechol is able to form (i) hydrogen bondswith
hydrophilic polymers, (ii) complexes with metal ions,
metal oxide, and silicon dioxide which are all present in
mineral surfaces, and (iii) π�π interactions with aromatic
surfaces.38�41 This chemical interplay clearly complicates
anypossible interpretationof the lackof adhesiveproper-
ties presented by the investigated peptides.
Recent evidence suggested that oxidation of DOPA

residues to DOPA-quinone or DOPA-semiquinone can
lead to intermolecular cross-linking of the MAPs, either
with other DOPA residues by a radical mechanism or
with the ε-amino group of lysine (Lys) residues by
Michael addition mechanism giving rise to solidifica-
tion of the adhesive.4 Indeed, lysine is a common
residue inMAPs, and the DOPA�Lysinemotif was used
for the design of adhesive polymers.42,43

Due to the suggested significant contribution of the
ε-amino group to the cohesive properties, we hypo-
thesized that the incorporation of lysine residues into
the DOPA-containing peptide assemblies would con-
tribute to cohesion and thus indirectly improve adhesion.
Moreover, lysine residues may also contribute to adhe-
sion via ionic bonding to negatively charged surfaces.
Therefore, we designed the Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys-
protected tripeptide. Upon examination of the protected
tripeptide under the conditions applied to the two
peptides studied initially, the Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys
peptide was also found to self-assemble into well-
ordered fibrillar structures that show some degree of
resemblance to the fibers obtained by Fmoc�DOPA�
DOPA (Figure 4a). However, in contrast to the fibers

Figure 3. Silver reduction by preprepared Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA hydrogel. (a) Macroscopic visualization and UV�vis spectra
of assemblies at 5mg/mL taken after 5 days of incubation. (b) TEMmicrographs of the formation of silver particles after 1 day
of incubation of assemblies at 2.5 mg/mL (bottom panels) and a control gel with no addition of silver nitrate (top panel).
(c) TEM micrographs of the assemblies at 5 mg/mL after 3 days of incubation. The arrows indicate noncoated peptide
assemblies. In all micrographs, negative staining was not applied.
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formed by the latter, the fibers assembled by the
Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys were narrower, with an ap-
proximated width of less than 10 nm. Moreover, the
fine fibers were only formed by dissolving the peptide
to higher concentrations (1.25 versus 0.5 wt %).
Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys was also found to self-
assemble into ordered nanostructures in the presence of
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) andwater, forming assemblies

with high structural similarity to the Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA
structures (Figure 4a).
Macroscopically, we observed that this tripeptide

forms viscoelastic glue capable of adhering two glass
slides. To quantify the adhesive forces of the tripeptide
sample to the glass surfaces, atomic force microscopy
(AFM) was used. Specifically, we assessed the adhesion
of the structures to a silicon oxide (SiO2) colloidal probe

Figure 4. Characterization of Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys assemblies. (a) Chemical structure and TEM analysis of 1.25 wt %
(17.2 mM) Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys assemblies prepared in either 12.5% ethanol or 12.5% DMSO. (b) Adhesion force map
and corresponding histogram of 1.25 wt % Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys prepared in ethanol and water. (c) Adhesion forcemap
and corresponding histogram of 1.25 wt % Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys prepared in DMSO and water. (d) AFM images of the
exposed area of the bottom (left and center panels) and top (right) glass surfaces after peeling two glass slides that were
adheredovernight by an aliquot of 1.25wt%Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys in 12.5%ethanol. (e) AFM images of the exposed area
of the bottom (left and center panels) and top (right panel) glass surfaces after peeling two glass slides that were adhered
overnight by a preparation of 1.25 wt % Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys in 12.5% DMSO.
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by employing force�distance measurements. This
type of measurement allows the determination of the
attractive forces between the AFM probe and the
contacted surface, where this force is represented by
the minimum value of the force�distance curve.44 To
estimate the adhesion of the self-assembled structures
to silicon oxide, peptide solution was deposited on a
glass slide and several force�distance curves were
measured at different locations. We also calculated
the average adhesion of the peptides in a broader area
by adhesion force maps (Figure 4b,c).
Our results revealed that the examined tripeptide

possesses the ability to adhere to silicone oxide, in
accordance with our macroscopic observation. In com-
parison to the very low adhesion of the AFM probe to
bare glass, a glass surface covered with Fmoc�DOPA�
DOPA�Lys tripeptide assemblies displayed significant
adhesive forces (Figure 4b,c). The adhesion of the tip to
bare glass was less than 10 nN, whereas adhesion to
the Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys preparation to the glass
was calculated to bemore than 300 nNwhen prepared
in DMSO and 214 nN (mean force) when prepared in
ethanol. To compare the adhesion of the Fmoc�DOPA�
DOPA�Lys assemblies to the Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA as-
semblies, force maps were measured for the latter when
prepared in ethanol at the same molar concentration
(17.2 mM). The obtained histograms reveal that more
counts corresponding to forces above 200 pN were
present in the preparation of the protected tripeptide
as compared to the dipeptide one (Figure S3). Similar
behavior was also observed under lower concentration
(12.9 mM, Figure S4).
As noted above, under both ethanol and DMSO

conditions, the Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys sample dis-
played macroscopic adhesive properties, capable of
gluing together two glass slides. It should be noted
that this gluing phenomenon, in the presence of
DMSO, showed recovery behavior;after separating
the glass slides by peeling, they were able to be

rejoined. Interestingly, this was not the case when
ethanol was used for the preparation of Fmoc�DOPA�
DOPA�Lys solutions; when this procedure was repeated
with an ethanol-prepared tripeptide sample, the sample
lost its adhesive properties after peel forceswere applied.
To understand the basis for the recovery differences
between theDMSOand ethanol tripeptide samples, after
the two glass slides were glued together, we peeled off
the top glass slide and examined the exposed area. AFM
analysis of Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys in ethanol after
peeling exhibited unidirectional fine fibrous structures
(Figure 4d). In contrast, AFM analysis of Fmoc�DOPA�
DOPA�Lys in DMSO after peeling revealed the presence
of twisted spheres that were unidirectionally retracted
(Figure 4e). It therefore seems that the existence of the
larger patches of peptide assemblies have a role in the re-
adhesion process.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown that the substitution of
phenylalanine with DOPA in the known self-assembling
peptide motif FF yields self-assembling peptides that
are able to form ordered supramolecular nanostructures
substantially decorated with catechol functional groups.
Due to the intrinsic properties of the catechol group, the
obtained supramolecular structures canbeused asmulti-
functional platforms for various technological applica-
tions. Upon the incorporation of additional lysine residue
containing ε-amine, significant adhesion was obtained,
possibly due to electrostatic interactions between the
protonated amine and negatively charged oxide surface.
The remarkable seamless silver deposition reflects the
tendency of the dense catechol array to facilitate coating
rather than adhesion. The properties of this deposition
are unique, as compared to any known electroless metal
coating of biological or polymer nanoassemblies and
should prove very useful in the templating of inorganic
materials on organic surfaces at the nanoscale for various
applications.

METHODS
Preparation of Peptide Assemblies. All peptides were synthe-

sized by Peptron Inc. (Daejeon, South Korea). The peptides were
purified to 96�98%, and their identity was confirmed by mass
spectrometry. For the formation of DOPA�DOPA asssemblies,
lyophilized peptide was dissolved in ethanol to a concentration
of 33 mg/mL then diluted with Milli-Q water to a final concen-
tration of 5 mg/mL. For the formation of Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA
assemblies, lyophilized peptide was dissolved in ethanol to a
concentration of 100 mg/mL then diluted with Milli-Q water to
the desired concentration (2.5, 5, or 10mg/mL). For formation of
Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys assemblies, lyophilized peptide was
dissolved in either ethanol or DMSO to a concentration of 100
mg/mL then diluted with Milli-Q water to a final concentration
of 12.5 mg/mL.

TEM. TEM analysis was performed by applying 10 μL sam-
ples to 400-mesh copper grids covered by carbon-stabilized
Formvar film (Electron Microscopy Science, Fort Washington,
PA, USA). The samples were allowed to adsorb for 2 min before

excess fluid was blotted off. For samples that were negatively
stained, 10 μL of 2% uranyl acetate was then deposited on the
grid and allowed to adsorb for 2 min before excess fluid was
blotted off. TEMmicrographs were recorded using JEOL 1200EX
electron microscope (Tokyo, Japan) operating at 80 kV.

E-SEM. E-SEM analysis of 5 mg/mL Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA
hydrogel was performed by placing a portion of a pre-prepared
hydrogel on amicroscopemetal stand. Imageswere taken using
Quanta 200 field emission gun (FEG) E-SEM (FEI, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands) operating at 10 kV.

Rheology. Rheological measurements for in situ-formed
Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA hydrogel were performed using an AR-
G2 rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). Time-
sweep oscillatory tests in 20 mm parallel plate geometry were
conducted at 0.7% strain and 1 Hz frequency on 200 μL of fresh
solution (resulting in a gap size of about 0.6 mm), 1 min after its
preparation. In order to determine the linear viscoelastic region,
oscillatory strain (0.01�100%) and frequency sweep (0.01�100 Hz)
testswere conducted45min after diluting the stock solutionwith
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Milli-Q water. All rheology tests were done in triplicate and
averaged.

Turbidity Analysis. Turbidity analysis for Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA
solutions was conducted using freshly prepared solutions at
concentrations of 2.5 and 5 mg/mL. Then, 200 μL aliquots were
pipetted into a 96-well plate, and absorbance at 405 nm was
measured over time, starting 45 s after the preparation of the
peptide solution. All measurements were performed using a
Biotek Synergy HT plate reader (Winooski, VT, USA) at 25 �C.

HR-SEM. HR-SEM analysis was done for Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA
hydrogels at different timepoints following the initiationof peptide
self-assembly. Then, 10μL samplesweredriedat roomtemperature
onmicroscope glass coverslips and coatedwith chromium. Images
were taken using a JEOL JSM 6700F FE-SEM operating at 10 kV.

Silver Reduction. Silver reduction assay was performed with
pre-prepared Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA hydrogels at a concentra-
tion of 5 mg/mL (8.35 mM). Then, 50 μL of 13.2 mM silver nitrate
was added to 500 μL hydrogel aliquots by gentle pipetting,
resulting in 1.2 mM final concentration of silver nitrate. This
solutionwas incubated at room temperature for several days. At
different time points, 10 μL aliquots were taken for TEM analysis
and negative staining was not applied. To examine silver
reduction using UV�vis spectroscopy, silver nitrate was added
to a 5 mg/mL hydrogel pre-prepared as described above and
150 μL aliquots of Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA hydrogel with or with-
out silver nitrate were pipetted into a 96-well UV-Star UV
transparent plate (Greiner BioOne, Frickenhausen, Germany).
Spectra were collected after 5 days using a Biotek Synergy HT
plate reader over the range of 300�700 nm and compared to
blank samples of silver nitrate only or of the peptide only.

AFM. AFM analysis was performed using Asylum MFP-1D
AFM instrument (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). To
obtain force data for Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys (12.5 mg/mL),
samples were prepared in either DMSO or ethanol as described
above. After overnight incubation, 10 μL of each sample was
deposited on a glass slide and dried at room temperature. Force
measurements of the samples were conducted using a SiO2

colloidal probe (tip velocity 1000 nm/s, compressive force 20 nN).
To investigate the glass surface area morphology after

peeling, 30 μL of freshly prepared Fmoc�DOPA�DOPA�Lys
solutions (12.5mg/mL, prepared in DMSO or ethanol as described
above) was deposited between two microscope glass slides. This
construct was incubated overnight at room temperature under
100 mg weight. Finally, the top glass slide was peeled off and the
contact area of either slide was imaged using an Ultrasharp AFM
probe (NSC21/Ti�Pt, MikroMasch) operated in tapping mode.
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